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C O M M E N T

by Michael Gandolfi

Fantasia for alto saxophone and orchestra was written for Kenneth radnofsky and is 
dedicated to him, Gil rose, and the Boston modern orchestra project. It was funded by a 
grant from the Fromm music Foundation. In september of 2006 I began composing ideas 
that I thought would constitute the six (or more) brief movements of a twelve-minute piece. 
however, as I began composing in earnest in late october, I realized that I would settle on 
four of the ideas and, with the exception of the third movement, develop more lengthy 
movements, resulting in a twenty-minute work. 

each movement is framed as a unique “panel,” characterized by a singular and specific 
musical personality and orchestration, enabling the saxophone to reveal different facets 
of itself in the context of these myriad expressions. the first movement, “rising steps,” 
is an obvious reference to the scalar construction of the primary material of the piece. 
however, it also refers to the long range design of the movement, which smoothly rises by 
one whole-step at its conclusion. the second movement, “Bolero, scissors and paste,” is 
a “snake-charmer” exposé. the “bolero” section is a jazz-infused variation-form in which 
successive statements of a chaconne feature a developing orchestration and increasing 
melodic activity that effectively produce one long crescendo. the “scissors and paste” 
section that follows is characterized by highly chromatic music (in contrast with the modal 
“bolero” section), in which ideas are literally snipped to varying lengths and juxtaposed 
against one another. 

the third movement, “recitativo surreale,” joins the contemporary world with the Baroque 
era. a highly chromatic line, composed of motives derived from the primary material from 
“rising steps,” initiates the piece. It soon cadences unexpectedly on a dominant-seventh 
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chord, reminiscent of a harmonic maneuver in a baroque recitative. after a few statements 
of this material, a full recitative from henry purcell’s Dido and aeneas is heard amidst the 
chromatic swirls. at the midpoint of the movement the entire process is played in mirror 
image. the finale, “minimal security,” is a minimalist-infused romp that juxtaposes two 
ideas: one chromatic, bright, and raucous; the other diatonic, dark, and wavelike. the 
sequential treatment of these ideas gradually yields to their existing “on top” of each other 
and the piece is brought to a close.

Concerto for Bassoon and orchestra was commissioned by Yoichi udagawa and the melrose 
symphony orchestra and was written for richard svoboda, the principal bassoonist of the 
Boston symphony orchestra. I wrote the piece during a three-week period in the fall of 
2007 after a few false starts in the late summer. I have long admired richard svoboda’s 
fine playing and extraordinary musicianship, so it was with great pleasure that I wrote this 
piece in an effort to highlight these fine attributes.

the piece consists of three movements in an overall fast-slow-fast tempo scheme and is 
the most traditionally constructed piece of the three concertos on this disc. perhaps the 
most striking features of the work are found in the third movement, which is structured 
as a hybrid rondo, featuring offbeat and syncopated rhythms. each of the rondo sections 
grows in length and complexity as the piece progresses. the penultimate section features a 
playful cadenza, which serves to summarize key features of the movement before bringing 
the piece to its ultimate close.

From the Institutes of Groove was written at the request of Gil rose, for my friend and 
colleague angel subero, a remarkably versatile musician as well as a great bass trombon-
ist. after having completed the saxophone and bassoon concertos, Gil thought another 
“underdog instrument” concerto would nicely complement the Cd. the work explores two 
markedly contrasted forces in the myriad forms of music that are often characterized by 
their “grooves” or propulsive rhythmical profiles.

the first movement, “too Jazz for rock,” is a big-band inspired piece. the second move-
ment, “rising on the Wing (perpetuum mobile),” is an overtly minimalist-inspired groove 
with a twist: whereas most minimalist music remains in one key for long periods of time, 
“rising on the Wing” is constantly modulating. the harmonies progress in an infinite spiral: 
a sequence that if continued according to its design, will go to infinity. the movement ends 
when one octave of the sequence has been traversed.

In writing this piece for angel subero, I had in mind his versatility as a salsa player and a 
classical player. the first movement attempts to place angel in a setting that is closer to 
the world of salsa, although it is by no means a salsa piece (with the exception of the partial 
clave-rhythm that forms the bass groove of the first section). the second movement seeks 
to show the bass trombone in a more lyrical setting.
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From the InstItutes oF Groove was composed for angel subero 
and the Boston modern orchestra Project, who gave its world premiere in 

January 2009.

ConCerto For Bassoon and orChestra was commissioned and 
premiered by Yoichi Udagawa and the melrose symphony orchestra, featuring 

soloist richard svoboda, in october 2007.

FantasIa For alto saxophone and orChestra , funded by the Fromm 
music Foundation, received its world premiere in January 2007 by the Boston 

modern orchestra Project featuring soloist Kenneth radnofsky.

N O T E s

by robert Kirzinger

From the Institutes of Groove, the title of michael Gandolfi’s bass trombone concerto, has 
implications for his music far beyond that piece. like many of his generation, Gandolfi was, 
early on, a rock guitar player, although his sensibilities and interests quickly broadened to 
jazz and the classical music his sisters played. he opted for conservatory training, and by 
the time he graduated had a full toolkit of compositional techniques at his disposal—from 
intricate post-minimalist textures to serial-influenced partitioning of pitch collections—to 
add to a natural sense of musical characterization that he has continued to refine over the 
course of his thirty-year career. this wealth of possibility is further enriched by an intel-
lectual curiosity that takes in ideas from science, architecture, visual arts, and literature, 
sometimes in very explicit ways. But “groove” and an always-present engagement with 
the physical and emotional pleasure of music-making is always at the core of Gandolfi’s 

work, and is nowhere more evident than in the three exuberant concertos for “orchestral 
underdogs” on his second Bmop/sound Cd.

“Concerto” implies, at its base, a relationship between an individual and a group. the way 
composers approach this broad model varies; the interaction can be one of conflict, apathy, 
or cooperation, or each in turn. michael Gandolfi’s three recent concertos for off-the-radar 
instruments for his second Bmop/sound Cd are primarily of the cooperative variety, in keep-
ing with the circumstances of their origins. a Boston-area native, Gandolfi has spent most 
of his career in that city while developing far-reaching musical connections throughout the 
u.s. and in europe. he grew up in melrose, massachusetts, a Boston suburb, and graduated 
from the new england Conservatory. he returned to neC to join the composition faculty, 
and later became chair of the department. he was also a Composition Fellow of the Boston 
symphony orchestra’s tanglewood music Center, and for many years now has been a 
member of the tanglewood Faculty. he has also taught at harvard (among other places). 
oliver Knussen, a mentor at tanglewood, took up an early Gandolfi ensemble piece, and 
more recently former tanglewood colleague robert spano, music director of the atlanta 
symphony, has commissioned several works with that orchestra. In addition, his music has 
been commissioned and performed by the Boston symphony. his sphere of colleagues, 
then, is centered locally but is decidedly world-class.

It was probably inevitable that the Boston modern orchestra project would begin to include 
Gandolfi’s music in its repertoire (more than a half-dozen works and counting) early on in 
their existence, and in 2008 Bmop and Gil rose released an acclaimed Cd of his chamber 
orchestra and ensemble music, Y2K Compliant. the three soloists on the present disc are 
high-profile Bostonians, as well: richard svoboda is the Boston symphony orchestra’s 
principal bassoon; angel subero, an neC graduate and frequent performer with the Bso, 
is on the faculty of the Boston Conservatory; and Kenneth radnofsky, an inveterate cham-
pion of new works for his instrument, has been the go-to orchestral sax player and soloist 
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throughout the northeast for decades. Gandolfi knew well the playing of all three musicians 
and was able to work further with them individually in composing his concertos.

Connectivity is an important aspect of any profession, no less in an artistic field, but art-
ists often seem to take a peculiarly holistic view of the world. In michael Gandolfi’s case, 
personal relationships with musicians are but one dimension of a life with a lot of open lines 
of inquiry, and it all comes out in his music. his eclectic, musically homeric The Garden of 
Cosmic speculation—the most far-reaching example—takes its inspiration from the equally 
heterogeneous and artistically lofty landscape project in scotland designed by the architect 
Charles Jencks. his QeD: engaging richard Feynman, an atlanta symphony commission 
for chorus and orchestra, sets quotations from one of the greatest modern physicists; and 
a 2012 Boston symphony commission, night Train to Perugia, was inspired by the wistful 
possibility of time-travel following the Cern experiment that tentatively—and it turns out 
mistakenly—found that neutrinos could exceed the speed of light. In some of his works, 
Gandolfi has collaborated with videographers and animators to add another layer of pos-
sibility, and he has collaborated extensively with librettist dana Bonstrom. In the musical 
realm, older music, particularly renaissance and Baroque works, has been a source for 
transformation in some of his music, as is the case with the third movement of the Fantasia 
for saxophone and orchestra, as well as such works as Plain song, Fantastic Dances, and 
Flourishes and meditations on a renaissance Theme. although the three works on this disc 
are fundamentally abstract in their musical conceptions, latent relationships to the shifting 
perspectives found in the prints of m.C. escher and the narrative/iconographic juxtaposi-
tions of surrealism and postmodernism are consistently central in Gandolfi’s thinking.

the earliest work on this disc is the Fantasia for alto saxophone and orchestra, written on 
commission from the Fromm Foundation for Bmop and Kenneth radnofsky, who premiered 
it under Gil rose’s direction on January 20, 2007, at Jordan hall in Boston. the title, rather 
than the more generic “concerto,” results from Gandolfi’s decision to write a piece in four 
movements rather than the more standard three. the first movement, “rising steps,” [6] 
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these edges are smoothed away for a lyrical central section [4]. the middle movement is 
consistent in its underpinning, a processional with Baroque roots. the bassoon’s flights are 
increasingly far afield, finally returning to an extended version of the movement’s opening. 
In the finale, textural figures are tossed around from soloist to various orchestral sections, 
which along with shifts in harmony and meter create patterns like the tiles of a mosaic. 
the texture is enlivened by the interaction of little figures of different lengths—twos versus 
threes and beyond. the mood is mostly buoyant, with a few yearningly lyrical passages. a 
substantial solo cadenza—teasing, jovial—precedes a return to the genial beginning [5].

From the Institutes of Groove was requested by Gil rose and Bmop and was written for the 
venezuelan trombonist angel subero, whose lyrical sound appealed greatly to Gandolfi’s 
ideas for the trombone, along with subero’s experience playing latin dance styles. In contrast 
with the three-movement Bassoon Concerto and the four-movement alto sax Fantasia, 
Gandolfi approached From the Institutes of Groove as a smaller-scale, serenade-like piece 
in two movements, totaling about twelve minutes. the first of these is a superimposi-
tion of two thoroughgoing groove types, the “shout” style of classic big band and a sexy 
rumba-like rhythmic ostinato [1]. the soloist swings easily between the two modes. the 
propulsion is infectious but subtle and suave, until it builds quickly to a central climax. a 
long, quiet coda almost stands in for a slow movement. the second movement, which 
Gandolfi describes as “overtly ‘early’ minimalist,” also suggests Baroque music in its use 
of sequential harmonies; here we have another spiral harmonic progression (as in the first 
movement of the Fantasia), an intricate aural illusion that constantly shifts the tonal center 
of the phrase upward [2]. one feels the ratcheting tension of this tonal scheme without 
necessarily being aware of the cause. meanwhile, the soloist plays through a melody of 
great expressive freedom covering the entire range of the instrument and several different 
timbral characters. the quiet coda, although featuring different musical material, parallels 
the closing moments of the first movement before the final quick and satisfying cadence.

is a description of its main content melodically. the initial motif of the saxophone is a five-
note rising scale in sixteenth-notes, but the meter demands four-note groups. In this way 
the material is set up immediately to cause a push-pull of our perception. harmonically, 
too, Gandolfi pulls a sleight-of-hand by raising the key center of the movement by a whole 
tone. a contrasting slow, lyrical section tempers the inexorable sixteenth-note drive; its 
accompanying figure is reminiscent of Berg’s violin Concerto. the second movement, 
“Bolero, scissors and paste,” is an aBa movement featuring the virile bolero music as the 
a sections, and a patchwork of short, incongruous phrases as a central section—kind of a 
ravel-meets-stravinsky movement [7]. For the brief third movement, “recitativo surreale,” 
Gandolfi deliberately steps outside the expectations of the concerto to quote, at length, 
an aria from purcell’s Dido and aeneas, intertwining with rapid figures for the saxophone 
and orchestral winds recalling the opening movement [8]. the movement hinges in the 
middle, with the second half an inverted version of the first (what rose is now falling, what 
is minor is now major). the movement is a dreamlike moment in the context of the Fantasia 
as a whole. the scherzo-like figure of the finale, “minimal security,” superimposes a dark, 
cinematic, slow melodic line with rapid and syncopated figures flipping back and forth 
between triple- and duple-grouped figures [9]. this clarifies in a classic-minimalist section 
of expansive beauty before returning to the movement’s opening idea.

the only one of these three pieces not written for Bmop, the Concerto for Bassoon and 
orchestra, was commissioned by Yoichi udagawa and the melrose symphony orchestra, 
the community orchestra of Gandolfi’s hometown. Gandolfi wrote the piece for Boston 
symphony principal bassoon richard svoboda, who lives in melrose. (the melrose symphony 
also commissioned Gandolfi for a double concerto for svoboda and his daughter erin, an 
outstanding clarinetist.) the Concerto for Bassoon was premiered in september 2008. 
the piece is in three movements, fast-slow-fast. a syncopated figure serves as the initial 
theme of the first movement [3]; the sharp, unpredictably placed orchestral chords are a 
Gandolfi signature. the material is sprightly and a little humorous. Following an early climax, 
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the family resemblances among these three pieces are aspects of the very knowable, rec-
ognizable surface aspects of michael Gandolfi’s compositional voice—the interlaced grooves 
and quick-cut changes, the bright, high-impact orchestration with delicate highlights, and 
the often open harmonic language. What keeps us listening, though, are the layers of ideas 
and perspectives that abound in these concertos as in all of Gandolfi’s music. he revels in 
the establishment of rich interrelationships, whether musical or on a broader cultural level, 
that make each new encounter with his work a source of new discoveries. his work is a 
testament to the power of music to say many different things about many different things.

© 2012 robert Kirzinger

Composer robert Kirzinger is an annotator for the Boston modern orchestra Project  
and is a writer, editor, and lecturer on the staff of the Boston symphony orchestra.
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In the spring of 2007, as the atlanta symphony orchestra’s Composer-in-residence, mr. 
Gandolfi created The Garden of Cosmic speculation, inspired by Charles Jencks’s spectacular 
private garden in dumfries, scotland. the work was commissioned and premiered by robert 
spano and the aso. It earned a 2009 Grammy nomination for Best Classical Contemporary 
Composition. his Bmop/sound recording, Y2K Compliant, was cited by the new York Times 
as a Best of 2008 Cd. mr. Gandolfi’s music has been recorded on the deutsche 
Grammophon, telarc, aso media, Bso Classics, reference recordings, Foghorn Classics, 
CrI, Innova, Klavier, and Bmop/sound labels. he currently chairs the composition department 
at the new england Conservatory of music, serves on the faculty of the tanglewood music 
Center, and has been a faculty member at harvard university and Indiana university. he is 
listed in the new Groves Dictionary of music and musicians. 

Kenneth radnofsky, saxophone, has premiered the concerti 
of James Yannatos, Baris perker, Gunther schuller, michael 
Colgrass, donald martino, david amram, michael Gandolfi, 
Betty olivero, Christopher theofanidis, elliott schwartz, 
Yang Yong, allen Johnson, Jakov Jakoulov, Gyorgy dmitriev, 
solo works by John harbison, John mcdonald, pasquale 
tassone, armand Qualliotine, shih-hui Chen, lei liang, Goran 
daskalov, vincent plush, larry Bell, Juan ruiz, and Jaime 
Fatas, to name just some of the seventy plus works written 
for him. he has performed for many years as orchestral saxo-
phonist for the Boston symphony orchestra and Bmop, and 
has made three different concerto appearances with Bmop 
and artistic director Gil rose. 

he has been soloist with the new York philharmonic and leipzig Gewandhaus orchestra 
under Kurt masur, Boston symphony orchestra and pops under John Williams, Istanbul state 
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Michael Gandolfi  credits the musical accomplishments of 
his two older sisters, both of whom are gifted pianists, for his 
introduction to the world of music-making. he later developed 
improvisational skills at age eight as a self-taught guitarist, 
and took formal study in music composition. he earned his 
degrees from the new england Conservatory of music and 
received fellowships from the Yale summer school of music 
and art, the Composers Conference, and the tanglewood 
music Center. 

recent highlights include night Train to Perugia, commissioned by the Boston symphony 
orchestra, on the occasion of the anniversary of the 75th tanglewood season. lorin maazel 
led the Bso’s premiere performance in august 2012. his only Converge: an exaltation of 
Place was premiered in June 2012 by the Grant park Festival orchestra and the Grant park 
Chorus of Chicago, under the direction of Carlos Kalmar. the work was commissioned by the 
Grant park Festival in celebration of the 50th anniversary of the Grant park Chorus joining the 
orchestra. 

In the spring of 2010, mr. Gandolfi’s Q.e.D.: engaging richard Feynman, was premiered 
by the atlanta symphony orchestra and the atlanta symphony orchestra Chorus. It was 
subsequently recorded and released on aso media. other recent recordings of mr. Gandolfi’s 
works include Plain song, Fantastic Dances (Boston symphony Chamber players); line 
Drawings (Concord Chamber music society); Winter light (san Francisco Choral artists and 
the alexander string Quartet); and Flourishes and meditations on a renaissance Theme (the 
president’s own united states marine Band). 
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philharmonic, simon Bolivar symphony orchestra, Gran 
mariscal de ayacucho symphony, orquesta sinfonica de 
las Juventudes andinas, and venezuelan Youth orchestra, 
among others. as a chamber musician he has appeared with 
the Burning river Brass, Camerata pacifica, atlantic Brass 
Quintet, Boston symphony Brass ensemble, triton Brass 
Quintet, Frequency Band trombone Choir, Boston Invitational 
trombone ensemble, venezuelan Brass ensemble, and the 
venezuelan trombone ensemble. mr. subero has worked 
with such conductors as James levine, seiji ozawa, John 
Williams, Kurt masur, Keith lockhart, robert spano, sir 
Colin davis, James Conlon, rafael Frühbeck de Burgos, david 
robertson, and Christoph von dohnányi, among others.

In the realm of Jazz, latin, and commercial music, mr. subero has appeared with artists such 
as slide hampton, Bob Brookmeyer, Jim mcneely, Claudio roditi, danilo pérez, new York 
voices, the John allmark Jazz orchestra, Chris Botti, rockapella, Boston, the temptations, 
the ebonys, the stylistics, the manhattans, Jethro tull, oscar d’león, dimension latina, 
Issac delgado, José “Cheo” Feliciano, larry harlow, rodolfo reyes y saxomania, victor 
mendoza, Greg hopkins Big Band, Bonerama, oscar stagnaro, egui Castrillo and his 
orchestra, ensamble Gurrufio, and serenata Guayanesa.

he attended the aspen music Festival and was a fellowship student at tanglewood music 
Center where he received the omar del Carlo Fellowship and the harry shapiro award, and 
was a fellow at the pacific music Festival in Japan. 

mr. subero plays s.e. shires custom trombones exclusively. he has given master classes 
and recitals in the u.s., europe, Japan, mexico, and venezuela. he has been a regular guest 
professor at the state Foundation for the national system of Children and Youth orchestras 
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symphony with dorian Wilson, Jerusalem symphony and pro arte orchestra with Gisele 
Ben-dor, portland and Indian hill symphonies with Bruce hangen, pittsburgh symphony and 
national orchestral association under Gunther schuller, dresden staatskapelle, taipei and 
taiwan symphonies, new World symphony, and more.

solo Cd releases have been recorded on the apex, Boston records, new World, mode, albany, 
and philips labels. radnofsky is founder and president of World-Wide Concurrent premieres 
and Commissioning Fund, which revolutionized the consortium commission, and a founding 
partner of www.rCeditions.com, publishing new works for saxophone, as well as master-
works from previous eras.

radnofsky’s principal teachers were Joseph allard, Jeffrey lerner, david salge, steven 
hoyle, terry anderson, and duncan hale. Kenneth radnofsky is currently teaching at Boston 
Conservatory, new england Conservatory, longy school of Bard College, and Boston 
university. he is a Buffet artist and performs on 400 series Buffet gold-plated alto and tenor 
saxophones. For complete information please visit: www.Kenradnofsky.com 

angel subero, trombone, started his musical studies at the age of thirteen. he attended the 
Conservatorio Itinerante in venezuela, where he studied with the legendary michel Becquet. 
In the u.s., he studied with lawrence Isaacson, John rojak, douglas Yeo, and studied jazz 
with Claudio roditi and Jeff Galindo. In 2005 mr. subero was a finalist for the presti-
gious Zellmer-minnesota orchestra International trombone Competition and the donald 
Yaxley trombone Competition. he attended the Boston Conservatory and new england 
Conservatory of music, where he received the neC merit award, graduating with distinction 
in performance.

mr. subero has performed with the Boston symphony orchestra, Boston pops, Boston 
modern orchestra project, Iceland symphony orchestra, philharmonie der nationen, Boston 
Ballet orchestra, starwars symphony orchestra, venezuela symphony orchestra, Caracas 
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Gil rose is a conductor helping to shape the future of clas-
sical music. his dynamic performances and many recordings 
have garnered international critical praise. 

In 1996, mr. rose founded the Boston modern orchestra 
project (Bmop), the foremost professional orchestra dedi-
cated exclusively to performing and recording symphonic 
music of the twentieth and twenty- ‐first centuries. under 
his leadership, Bmop’s unique programming and high 
performance standards have attracted critical acclaim and 
earned the orchestra fourteen asCap awards for adventur-

ous programming as well as the John s. edwards award for strongest Commitment to 
new american music. 

mr. rose maintains a busy schedule as a guest conductor on both the opera and  symphonic 
platforms. he made his tanglewood debut in 2002 and in 2003 he debuted with the 
netherlands radio symphony at the holland Festival. he has led the american Composers 
orchestra, Warsaw philharmonic, national symphony orchestra of the ukraine, Cleveland 
Chamber symphony, orchestra della svizzera Italiana, and national orchestra of porto. 

over the past decade, mr. rose has also built a reputation as one of the country’s most 
inventive and versatile opera conductors. he joined opera Boston as its music director in 
2003, and in 2010 was appointed the company’s first artistic director. mr. rose led opera 
Boston in several american and new england premieres including: shostakovich’s The nose, 
Weber’s Der Freischütz, and hindemith’s Cardillac. In 2009, mr. rose led the world premiere 
of Zhou long’s madame White snake, which won the pulitzer prize for music in 2011. 

mr. rose also served as the artistic director of opera unlimited, a contemporary opera 
festival associated with opera Boston. With opera unlimited, he led the world premiere of 
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of venezuela and has given clinics to the academia latino-americana de trombones in 
venezuela. mr. subero is on the faculty at the Boston Conservatory of music.

richard svoboda, bassoon, has been the principal bas-
soonist of the Boston symphony orchestra and a member 
of the Boston symphony Chamber players since 1989. he is 
currently on the faculties of the new england Conservatory 
of music, tanglewood music Center, and sarasota music 
Festival, and has given master classes throughout the world. 
prior to his appointment to the Bso he performed for ten 
seasons as principal bassoonist of the Jacksonville symphony.

mr. svoboda is an active chamber music collaborator, orches-
tral soloist, and recitalist, and has to his credit over thirty 
recordings with the Boston symphony orchestra and Boston 
symphony Chamber players, as well as the soundtracks 

to schindler’s list and saving Private ryan. among his solo appearances with the Boston 
symphony orchestra have been performances of John Williams’s bassoon concerto, Five 
sacred Trees, with the composer conducting, and the Weber Concerto for Bassoon under 
the baton of seiji ozawa. In october of 2007 he premiered michael Gandolfi’s Concerto for 
Bassoon, and in march of 2011, along with his eldest daughter, clarinetist erin svoboda, pre-
miered mr. Gandolfi’s Concerto for Clarinet and Bassoon, both times collaborating with Yoichi 
udagawa and the melrose symphony orchestra. 

a nebraska native, mr. svoboda graduated with high distinction from the university of 
nebraska where he received a Bachelor of music in education degree, and from which, in 
2001, he received an outstanding alumni achievement award. he is married, has four daugh-
ters, and resides in melrose, massachusetts.
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the boston Modern orchestra Project (Bmop) is widely recognized as the leading 
orchestra in the united states dedicated exclusively to performing new music, and its signa-
ture record label, Bmop/sound, is the nation’s foremost label launched by an orchestra and 
solely devoted to new music recordings.

Founded in 1996 by artistic director Gil rose, Bmop affirms its mission to illuminate the 
connections that exist naturally between contemporary music and contemporary society by 
reuniting composers and audiences in a shared concert experience. In its first twelve seasons, 
Bmop established a track record that includes more than eighty performances, over seventy 
world premieres (including thirty commissioned works), two opera unlimited festivals with 
opera Boston, the inaugural ditson Festival of Contemporary music with the ICa/Boston, and 
thirty-two commercial recordings, including twelve Cds from Bmop/sound.

In march 2008, Bmop launched its signature record label, Bmop/sound, with the release 
of John harbison’s ballet Ulysses. Its composer-centric releases focus on orchestral works 
that are otherwise unavailable in recorded form. the response to the label was immediate 
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elena ruehr’s Toussaint Before the spirits, the new england premiere of thomas ades’s 
Powder her Face, as well as the revival of John harbison’s Full moon in march, and the 
north american premiere of peter eötvös’s angels in america. 

mr. rose and Bmop recently partnered with the american repertory theater, Chicago 
opera theater, and the mIt media lab to create the world premiere of composer tod 
machover’s Death and the Powers (a runner-up for the 2012 pulitzer prize in music). 
he conducted this seminal multimedia work at its world premiere at the opera Garnier 
in monte Carlo, monaco, in september 2010, and also led its united states premiere in 
Boston and a subsequent performance at Chicago opera theater. 

an active recording artist, Gil rose serves as the executive producer of the Bmop/sound 
recording label. his extensive discography includes world premiere recordings of music by 
John Cage, lukas Foss, Charles Fussell, michael Gandolfi, tod machover, steven mackey, 
evan Ziporyn, and many others on such labels as albany, arsis, Chandos, eCm , naxos, new 
World, and Bmop/sound. 

In 2012 he was appointed artistic director of the monadnock music Festival in historic 
peterborough, nh, and led this longstanding summer festival through its 47th season 
conducting several premieres and making his opera stage directing debut in two revivals of 
operas by dominick argento. 

as an educator mr. rose served five years as director of orchestral activities at tufts 
university and in 2012 he joined the faculty of northeastern university as artist-in-residence 
and returned to his alma mater Carnegie mellon university to lead the opera studio in a 
revival of Copland’s The Tender land. In 2007, mr. rose was awarded Columbia university’s 
prestigious ditson award as well as an asCap Concert music award for his exemplary com-
mitment to new american music. he is a three-time Grammy award nominee.
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flute 
sarah Brady* [1, 2, 3]

rachel Braude [1]

alicia didonato paulsen [2, 3]

oboe 
Barbara laFitte* [1, 2, 3]

Jennifer slowik [1, 2, 3]

clarinet 
amy advocat [2, 3]

Gary Gorczyca [1]

michael norsworthy* [1, 2, 3]

bassoon
ronald haroutunian* [1, 2, 3]

Greg newton [1, 2, 3]

horn 
eli epstein [1]

Whitacre hill* [1, 2, 3]

Kevin owen [1]

Ken pope [2, 3]

truMPet 
terry everson* [1, 2, 3]

richard Watson [1, 2, 3]

bass troMbone 
angel subero [3]

Percussion
Craig mcnutt* [1, 2, 3]

robert schulz* [1, 2, 3]

nick tolle [1]

mike Williams [3]

harP 
virginia Crumb [3]

Ina Zdorovetchi [1]

Piano 
linda osborn [3]

violin i
melanie auclair-Fortier [2, 3]

andrew Beer [2, 3]

piotr Buczek [1]

sasha Callahan [2, 3]

Colin davis [1, 2, 3]

Gabriela diaz [2, 3]

Charles dimmick* [1, 2, 3]

oana lacatus [1, 2, 3]

Gabrielle stebbins [2, 3]

megumi stohs [1]

sarita uranovsky [1, 2, 3]

angel valchinov [1, 2, 3]

Katherine Winterstein [1]

violin ii
Beth abbate [1, 2, 3]

stacy alden [2, 3]

melanie auclair-Fortier [1]

Colleen Brannen [1, 3]

piotr Buczek* [2, 3]

Julia Cash [1]

Gabriela diaz* [1]

lois Finkel [1, 2, 3]

rohan Gregory [2, 3]

annegret Klaua [1, 2, 3]

anna Korsunsky [2, 3]

Brenda van der merwe [1, 2, 3]

edward Wu [2, 3]

viola 
mark Berger [2, 3]

abigail Cross [2, 3]

stephen dyball [1, 2, 3]

Joan ellersick* [1, 2, 3]

nathaniel Farny [1, 2, 3]

david Feltner [1, 2, 3]

dimitar petkov [1]

Wendy richman [2, 3]

Kate vincent [1, 2, 3]

cello 
miriam Bolkosky [2, 3]

nicole Cariglia [1, 2, 3]

david huckaby [2, 3]

and celebratory; its five inaugural releases appeared on the “Best of 2008” lists of the new 
York Times, the Boston Globe, national public radio, Downbeat, and american record Guide, 
among others. Bmop/sound is the recipient of five Grammy award nominations: in 2009 for 
Charles Fussell: Wilde; in 2010 for Derek Bermel: Voices; and three nominations in 2011 for 
its recording of steven mackey: Dreamhouse (including Best Classical album). the new York 
Times proclaimed, “Bmop/sound is an example of everything done right.” additional Bmop 
recordings are available from albany, arsis, Cantaloupe, Centaur, Chandos, eCm, Innova, 
naxos, new World, and oxingale.

In Boston, Bmop performs at Jordan hall and symphony hall, and the orchestra has also 
performed in new York at miller theater, the Winter Garden, Weill recital hall at Carnegie 
hall, and the lyceum in Brooklyn. a perennial winner of the asCap award for adventurous 
programming of orchestral music and 2006 winner of the John s. edwards award for 
strongest Commitment to new american music, Bmop has appeared at the Bank of 
america Celebrity series (Boston, ma), tanglewood, the Boston Cyberarts Festival, the 
Festival of new american music (sacramento, Ca), and music on the edge (pittsburgh, pa). 
In april 2008, Bmop headlined the 10th annual mata Festival in new York.

Bmop’s greatest strength is the artistic distinction of its musicians and performances. each 
season, Gil rose, recipient of Columbia university’s prestigious ditson Conductor’s award 
as well as an asCap Concert music award for his extraordinary contribution to new music, 
gathers together an outstanding orchestra of dynamic and talented young performers, and 
presents some of the world’s top vocal and instrumental soloists. the Boston Globe claims, 
“Gil rose is some kind of genius; his concerts are wildly entertaining, intellectually rigorous, 
and meaningful.” of Bmop performances, the new York Times says: “mr. rose and his team 
filled the music with rich, decisive ensemble colors and magnificent solos. these musicians 
were rapturous—superb instrumentalists at work and play.”
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Michael Gandolfi
From the Institutes of Groove
Concerto for Bassoon and orchestra
Fantasia for alto saxophone and orchestra

producer Gil rose
recording and editing Joel Gordon and david Corcoran

Fantasia for alto saxophone and orchestra and Concerto for Bassoon and orchestra were recorded on January 28, 
2008, at merrimack College (andover, ma). From the Institutes of Groove was recorded on January 19, 2009, at 
merrimack College.

this recording was made possible in part by the alice m. ditson Fund, andrew W. mellon Foundation, and national 
endowment for the arts. special thanks to patty plum Wylde.

I would like to extend my gratitude to Ken radnofsky, richard svoboda, and angel subero, for their richly-informed 
musicianship, keen expertise, and selfless support throughout the writing, performing, and recording processes. I 
was fully engaged by each of their striking personae; so much so, that in each instance of writing for them, the notes 
seemed to be leading me. I would also like to express my deepest respect for the members of the Boston modern 
orchestra project, with whom it is always a pleasure to work. they are willing to go anywhere, and are uncannily 
always able to do so with impact. most importantly, I would like to credit Gil rose, without whom none of this would 
have materialized. Gil’s boundless energy, extraordinary creativity, and deeply-learned baton have and continue to be a 
great source of inspiration for me, as well as several generations of composers. to view his recording catalogue alone 
is enough to learn of his remarkable commitment to the creation and dissemination of new music. But there is much, 
much more to Gil’s contributions. he is tireless in the pursuit of bringing new music concerts to diverse audiences. 
he engages composers with his ideas, and delivers the goods when we deliver our scores. every detail of his work is 
exacting, and realized with uncommon depth and imagination. I could easily continue extolling Gil’s virtues, but I will 
simply cut to the chase: our musical community is made immeasurably richer by his presence. —michael Gandolfi
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